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Abstract

The Colombia Intercultura (CI) summer study abroad program connects racially diverse
students from the United States to lesser-known locations in Colombia to foster a unique and
comparative educational experience. Most study abroad programs available to foreigners in
Colombia are offered in big cities like Bogotá and Medellín. The goal of this program is to
facilitate intercultural learning for globally minded learners in various locations off the beaten
track in Colombia. A growing economy, improved security, and greater access to social services
are among some of Colombia’s most notable achievements towards growth in the last two
decades. The civil war that lasted for more than 50 years came to a halt in April of 2016, when a
peace agreement was signed between the government and paramilitary groups. While
peacebuilding is at the forefront of the country’s priorities, challenges now include balancing the
preservation of its biodiverse landscape and addressing issues of social inequality (OECD, 2015;
Silva, 2016). The CI education abroad program seeks to enrich Colombia’s development goals
by creating a space for students from the United States to interact and engage with the country
and its people.
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Colombia Intercultura Program Proposal
Colombia was a country once consumed by drugs, violence and weak government
institutions made possible by a civil war that resulted in the displacement of six million people.
Corrupt political leaders, narco-traffickers, paramilitary, and guerilla groups devasted the
country with violence while fighting for power, leaving in their wake countless human rights
violations and a country so unstable, the rule of law was meaningless (Silva, 2015). Today,
media outlets export the brutal history of Colombia’s civil war via television series like Narcos
(among many others), which glorify the country as if its only global contributions are drugs,
violence, and millions of misplaced people. Through these shows, most Americans will only
know westernized cosmopolitan cities like Bogotá, Medellín, and Cali. But Colombia is so much
more, and the time is right to challenge global misconceptions and lead a new legacy. Over the
last two decades, Colombia has metamorphosized into a prosperous and stable country, finding
success in economic growth, increased political engagement, and a drastic improvement to social
security and safety, making it a prime destination for international visitors (Silva, 2016). The
positive trends of development seen in the past 20 years pave the way for new opportunities in
Colombia with prospects of exporting Colombian soft power, including a rich coffee culture,
music and dance, pristine natural beauty, sustainable agriculture, and peace in a post-conflict
society.
Colombia is the second largest country in South America with over 50 million residents
(World Bank, 2019). It is the only country in the region with coastline on the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, also encompassing the Caribbean Sea. The country shares borders with Brazil, Ecuador,
Peru, Panama, and Venezuela and boasts some of the world’s most beautiful and renowned
islands. Colombia’s newer reputation can be characterized by access to immaculate natural
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beauty, large cosmopolitan cities, and vast racial and ethnic diversity. Colombia has 87
indigenous ethnic groups, three different groups of Afro-Colombian populations, and over 64
Amerindian languages are spoken throughout the country (Colombia Challenge Your
Knowledge, 2018). More recently, Colombia has emerged as an example of groundbreaking
migration policy under President Ivan Duque’s leadership, paving the way for more than one
million Venezuelan migrants to obtain 10-year residency permits (Rueda, 2021). In 2015, the
Atlantic Council published a report which essentially argued the combination of establishing
stronger democratic institutions and making national security a priority has enabled Colombia’s
many social, political, and economic transformation seen in the last 25 years (Silva, 2015).
According to statistics from the International Monetary Fund and a report from the World Bank
(2020), the Colombian economy has experienced consistent growth with a steadily growing GDP
since 2000. Between 2010-2014, poverty rates fell from 50 percent to 34 percent, closing an
economic gap for more than 2 million people as they joined Colombia’s middle class (Joumard
& Vélez, 2013).
Before the COVID-19 global pandemic, Latin America was already emerging as a
popular academic destination for international and exchange students. In fact, the Open Doors
(2020) report indicated it was the second most popular region for U.S. students. Colombians rank
in the top 25 countries of origin for inbound students in the U.S., yet, that same number is not
reciprocated. Outbound students from the U.S. are more likely to go to Costa Rica, Mexico,
Peru, Ecuador, Argentina, and Chile – which roughly translates to only 13.8 percent of the total
number of U.S. students selecting a program in Latin/South America, in comparison to Europe,
which encompasses 55.7 percent of the outbound student population. As the world begins to
return to a new normal as the COVID-19 pandemic settles, countries like Colombia are likely to
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see a dramatic increase in international student mobility as traditional study abroad destinations
to Europe and Asia present a much higher risk for a variety of health and safety reasons such as
border closures and visa restrictions (Wolff-López, 2020). The program that will be discussed in
further detail is grounded in specific institutional goals to diversify education abroad program
destinations to non-traditional locations such as Colombia, as it takes a more important role in
the world through economic, political, and social growth (NAFSA’s Guide, 2005).
Literature Review
By participating in this program, students will identify, confront, and challenge many
social issues facing humans today, such as environmental change and social justice. Colombia is
an ideal location for students who seek an experiential educational experience abroad that offers
opportunities for personal growth and development. Colombia’s diverse racial demographics will
enable students of African American, Latinx Americans and Native American descent to analyze
their own conceptions about racial identity development. In the following sections I will describe
in further detail the frameworks for study abroad programming, student learning and
development that contributed to the structure of the program.
Guiding Theoretical Frameworks
The history of study abroad in the United States has always centered around a common
theme – to place students in learning environments that promote transformational experiences
resulting in self-discovery, identity development, and growth (Rodman & Merrill, 2010). Study
abroad program design methods informed by the works of Richard Rodman and Martha Merrill
(2010) and Milton Bennett (1993, 2004) aim to assess student’s development of intercultural
sensitivity throughout their participation in study abroad programs. Further, tenets of experiential
learning influenced by the works of John Dewey (1859-1952) provide a basis for a program’s
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curricular activity development. In addition to these frameworks, the CI program’s theoretical
foundation is grounded in student learning theories, such as Self-Authorship and Social Identity
Development, that influence racial, psychosocial, cognitive and identity development in college
students as seen in the works of David Hodge (2009), Marcia Baxter Magolda (2009), Patricia
King (2016), Carolyn Haynes (2009), Vasti Torres and Brian McGowan (2016), Nevitt Sanford
(1966) and Lilli and John Engle (2003).
Experiential Education
The experiential education philosophy centers participant’s learning around real-life
experiences that encourages them to question, reflect on, conceptualize, and experiment with
various beliefs, ideas, concepts, and theories, as well as demonstrate their creativity and solve
problems, all of which ultimately contributes to their ability to define their own identity and
beliefs positively (Punteney, 2019; Magolda, 2001). John Dewey’s (1859-1952) theoretical
framework for experiential education is a philosophy and teaching method rooted in the
understanding that students learn best by taking an active role in their learning environment,
followed by reflection. David Kolb (1984) further developed the experiential learning practice
with important considerations for reflection, theorizing, and planning ahead by articulating and
demonstrating four cycles of experiential learning: concrete experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation. Other aspects of experiential education
including service learning, academic tourism, and adventure education seek to increase student’s
confidence, self-reliance, and motivation (Rodman & Merrill, 2010).
Student Learning and Development
Education abroad programming provides students the perfect balance of challenge and
support by placing them in environments that promote individual learning and theorizing. Jones
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and Abes (2017) contend that dissonance signifies a moment of disequilibrium through which an
individual is faced with a difficult decision. The result of this crossroads is an essential
component of cognitive development, as it changes how an individual thinks and perceives the
world around them. In other words, living in foreign cultures forces the individual to reckon with
everything they knew and find meaning in things that are new. Engaging in foreign cultures and
unfamiliar worlds brings about real challenges that, when confronted and reflected upon, instill
important skills such as compassion, adaptability, and confidence. The application of student
learning theories to a sojourners educational experience allows international educators to better
understand who their students are, how they see themselves, and how they relate to others. This
understanding is essential to the development and design of a successful program that equips
students with the skills and knowledge to engage in and adapt to the world around them.
Self-Authorship
The Self-Authorship theory is described as “the ability to define one’s own identity,
beliefs, and social relations” in conjunction with various macro, mezzo, micro and interpersonal
elements that lay the foundations of individual human development (Punteney, 2019, p. 394). It
is common knowledge in the IE field that study abroad permits learners to connect with a more
complex version of oneself and empowers students to author their collegiate experience with
study abroad. Baxter Magolda, and Pizzolato’s (2017) theories on self-authorship describe how
students move to and through various crossroads as they interpret and make sense of
experiences. The evolution towards self-authorship is fluid and dynamic, and it is a critical
aspect of development for today’s college students. Participation in study abroad programs offer
many benefits for students that include language acquisition, increased independence, and more
awareness of global issues. At a minimum, the experience alone fosters more complex
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understandings and more adaptive meaning making to student’s development. To facilitate this
development, practitioners and educators should ask open-ended questions and listen carefully to
how students describe their identity, relationships, beliefs, and influences. The goal is to create
an environment for deep reflection, as it will reveal the student’s capacity for “meaning-making”
(Baxter Magolda & Taylor, 2017, 160).
Psychosocial and Identity Development
Psychosocial, racial and identity student learning theories explore the development
processes as an individual matures and has varying life experiences and progresses from simple
to more complex understandings (Torres & McGowan, 2017). Students of color, indigenous
and/or Latin/South American heritage seekers often identify with economic and social groups
that have historically been oppressed. As such, Torres’ (2017) theoretical frameworks discussing
psychosocial identity development enables students to engage with their identity as a black,
multiracial, Latinx, and/or indigenous person. Torres and McGowan (2017), Arthur Chickering’s
(1969) and Erik Erickson’s (1959/94) theoretical review of student’s identity development
highlights several critical principles. The first suggests that individual development is
“continuous in nature and part of the maturing process” (Torres & McGowan, 2017, p.185). The
second and third principles posit that psychosocial development results from varying life
experiences and tends to be sequential or stage-related, as demonstrated in Arthur Chickering’s
(1969) vectors which specifically identify seven stages of development. Finally, development is a
progressive occurrence from simple to more complex understandings. Erik Erickson (1959/94)
expanded on this principle including the development of ego identity, which also moves through
stages, and describes the individual’s ability to resolve conflict.
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In practice, identity development theories may help individuals define the relationship
between ‘self’ and ‘other’ and explain how the development of an individual relates to and is
influenced by various social, racial, ethnic, and gender identity theories. Further, racial identity
development theories describe how individual’s view themselves and others through various
lenses that encompass the racial and ethnic aspects as a person who is black, white, multiracial,
Latino/a, Asian and/or Native American.
Needs Assessment
Colombia Intercultura is an innovative program that captures a diverse array of academic
study for college students, but also offers a vibrant culture in a unique location. Since the
COVID-19 outbreak, study abroad institutions across the globe have adapted to students needs
and demands with the development of more short-term programs, virtual internships, and
volunteering abroad (WIVA) focused programs. In the 2018-19 academic year, there was a
significant increase in demand for non-credit educational opportunities abroad (Open Doors,
2020). That same year, 64.9 percent of U.S. students going abroad participated in short-term
programs that were in the summer and consisted of eight weeks or less. The need for this
program is evident through a variety of data, a review of similar programs offered by other
competitor providers, demographic data, and market information. The theoretical foundation
upon which this program is built acknowledges the interrelations between intercultural training
and international education, which serves as a basis to demonstrate the need for this program
(Punteney, 2019). Through a combination of training and education, the objectives of the CI
program align with a larger organizational mission and supports Colombia’s path towards peace
and development. Further, the program offers a unique and different experience for students
compared to what other providers offer in the region.
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While there are competitor providers, including International Studies Abroad (ISA), AFS
Intercultural Programs, School for International Training (SIT), and the IPSL Institute for Global
Learning, who oversee various education abroad programs for outbound students in Colombia,
there are few that offer non-credit programs, even less with a focus in culture and the
environment, and none in the program locations that will house CI participants. For example,
landscape research was conducted through popular education abroad search engines such as
Abroad 101, Go Overseas and Go Abroad and revealed a small number of studies abroad
programs in Colombia, with the main program cities in Bogotá, Medellín, Barranquilla, Cali, and
Cartagena. ISA’s summer and semester program are held in Barranquilla and Medellín, with an
academic focus in international business. SIT is another organization that offers a summer
program focused on the peacebuilding process in Colombia and is based primarily in Cartagena.
IPSL offers a comparative program in Medellín and Cartagena, with a focus on post conflict
studies and afro-Caribbean culture program. IPSL has a Spanish language and volunteer service
program during the summer semester as well. Red Tree Study specializes in academic summer
courses and internship programs focusing on Peacebuilding, Public Health, Film Production,
Urban Transformation and Spanish language in Bogotá and Medellín. Other programs in the
country are managed by CET Academic Programs (Academic Travel Abroad), and Red Tree
Study which was founded in 2012 and based out of the U.K. The program offered by AFS is
most similar to the CI program, which offers a 2-week “Global Prep” program in Popayan (a
lesser-known city in Colombia, but still with a rich historical background), however; this
program is for students who are 13–18-years-old.
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Methodology and Participants
To explore how student learning theories, such as Self-Authorship and Social Identity
Development, influence study abroad programs, two sets of interviews were administered to a
sample size of four professionals in the field of International Education, both in the United States
and Colombia. Semi-structured interviews were used to gain a better understanding of how these
practitioners are guided by student learning theories to develop their programs. Each participant
engaged in a two-part series of interviews through which they provided a narrative review of
their lived experiences and perspectives in the field of International Education with an emphasis
on how student learning theories, such as Self-Authorship and Social Identity Development,
influence, if at all, curriculum design and the selection of co-curricular activities for their
respective programs.
Criteria for selection included experience or background in education abroad
programming in U.S. higher education institutions, TEFL and secondary education abroad
programming. I used criterion sampling to identify a diverse group of professionals in the IE
field, including a CEO from a study abroad provider based in the United States (Marshall &
Rossman, 2016). Through connections established in my previous work as an English teacher in
Colombia, I used convenience sampling to identify three participants based in Colombia; one of
whom is an environmental educator, a director of a teacher-exchange nonprofit organization, and
a former language teacher at international schools in Colombia (Marshall & Rossman, 2016).
The Colombian interview participants were selected based on their diverse range of professional
backgrounds and being in different international education sectors. All the Colombian
professionals have worked with inbound foreigners in both the secondary and tertiary education
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sectors of Colombia. The participants were selected based on their careers and professional
experiences in international education.
Data Collection
The data collection process involved an initial one-hour interview with semi-structured
questions, followed up by a second interview for the participants to provide additional thoughts
or last-minute comments about the first interview. The primary objective of these interviews was
to foster conversations that uncovered interviewees’ beliefs and values about student learning
and student development that guide the development of their international education programs.
The interview questions were open-ended so that a natural and holistic conversation emerged,
with the intent that interviewees were able to tell their story, revealing how their perspectives of
the field influenced opportunities for international education programming and student mobility
(Kovach, 2010). The findings informed the program’s design, particularly with respect to the
proposal’s guiding formative theories of Student Development, Self-Authorship, and Social
Identity Development.
After each interview was conducted, the interviewees’ responses were condensed into a
synopsis summarizing each interviewee’s conversation. In order to adhere to best ethical
interview practices, the synopsis was shared with the interviewees to ensure accuracy in how our
conversation and their responses were interpreted. To best create a structure for analyzing the
findings into a cohesive explanation, Margert LeCompte’s (2000) five-step plan was adopted to
make sense of the data through which common frequencies, omissions, and declarations were
identified, and then classified into a coding scheme that informed the research and need for this
program proposal (LeCompte, 2000). Finally, the findings adhered to ethical guidelines by
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maintaining the interviewees’ anonymity per their request. The following section summarizes the
findings from the interviews.
Findings
Through various interviews with professionals in the International Education field across
the United States and Colombia, three common coding themes emerged that informed the
development and design of the CI study abroad program. Primarily, the educators who were
interviewed believe that opportunities to develop leadership skills and promote global
engagement are accomplished through citizen exchange programs. Additionally, participants
reported that international education programs should strive to include a diverse range of
participants from varying backgrounds, highlighting that diversity, equity and inclusion are
critical. Finally, the topic of service learning and volunteerism was a crucial theme that
contributed to the curriculum and development of the program’s activities outside of the
classroom.
Leadership and Student Development
Above all, the interviewees highlighted the importance of placing students in learning
environments that enable them to grow and develop as leaders. The CEO from a study abroad
organization in the U.S. described how their programs prepare students for the future through a
curriculum that promotes open-mindedness, encourages listening to new ideas, instills respect for
cultural differences and finally, allows learners to acquire academic skills that enhance student
development (personal communication, September 2021). Further, the CEO described how their
organization focuses on two branches of student development. The first relates to the
development of tangible concepts, such as how to behave with different people in foreign
environments, speaking in a foreign language, using new currencies, or learning how to catch a
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bus. The second focus relates to intangible aspects of student development and includes being
more respectful and open to new cultures, acknowledging the “other”, and getting lost. All the
interviewees agreed that international education programs prepare students to become problem
solvers who will be able to face global problems and situations with the skills to resolve them.
Ser Para Servir
In Spanish, ser para servir translates to “be to serve” and emerged as another important
tenet of CI’s programmatic foundation. Both the CEO of the study abroad organization in the
U.S. and the former Colombian teacher noticed a trend in that more students go abroad seeking
opportunities to give back to their host culture through volunteerism and service learning.
Students are more aware of their host environment and the social issues that may impact their
experience abroad. For this reason, it is crucial a program’s curriculum and cocurricular activities
connect the participants to global issues within Colombia.
Access
The University Studies Abroad Consortium (USAC) was selected as the sending
institution due to its core belief to help all students of diverse backgrounds. The organization's
foundation was built on providing affordability and access to international education
opportunities. During the interview, the CEO acknowledged how short-term and non-credit
bearing attract a broader group of students, especially during the COVID-19 global pandemic.
Offering a program that encompasses more diversity increases student’s abilities to develop
important skills such as cooperation, collaboration, awareness, respect, accountability, and
creativity.
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Global Engagement
The Colombian educators all saw value in students from the United States acquiring new
knowledge to return home to inspire others to seek international learning. The founder of the
nonprofit organization envisioned a world where differences are appreciated and respected and
believes education abroad programs such as Colombia Intercultura, could foster a more holistic
student development. Establishing an environment for reciprocal learning is key and can be
accomplished through different aspects such as homestays, volunteering and more. The former
teacher in Colombia explained that all stakeholders should be aware of the intercultural
components and interactions made possible by the program. This allows for an educational
exchange of information and promotes respect for others’ ideas. Both teachers and students must
ask themselves, “in what way can you incorporate your ideas into my culture?”. By expanding
student’s educational and social interactions to the local communities, the ultimate goal of
developing open-mindedness on both sides can be achieved, thus, increasing global
engagement. An overarching goal of study abroad programs in Colombia must seek to increase
global engagement between learners in both the United States and Colombia.
Program Description
Under the auspices of the University Studies Abroad Consortium (USAC), the CI
program participants will receive academic credit and/or a global competence certificate
representative of new skills, knowledge, and attitudes pertaining to intercultural competence
acquired during the program. One of USAC’s most notable features includes the wide variety of
program locations in more than 50 cities in 28 countries around the world, with a special
emphasis on nontraditional and “off the grid” locations.
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Organizational Background
The University Studies Abroad Consortium is an award-winning international education
provider established at the University of Nevada, Reno in 1982, and will be the organization
administering the program. USAC offers students affordable and high-quality study abroad
programs that enable all learners to enhance their academic goals, while also providing
opportunities and lessons that build interpersonal, time-management, problem-solving, and
adaptability skills. The CI program is accessible to students who want to deepen their global
competence and expands upon USAC’s institutional goals by increasing participation in higher
education institutions internationalization efforts and increasing underrepresented student
participation. The combination of an intercultural competence certificate and the selection of
nontraditional locations in Colombia aims to diversify USAC’s portfolio. NAFSA’s Guide to
Education Abroad (2005) provides additional evidence that guides the need for this program by
situating USAC’s institutional mission to:
•

Instill within students a global mindset and awareness of the world around them

•

Place learners in an environment that deepens their understanding and development of a
more complex self

•

Develop respect for the environment and an appreciation for different cultural
backgrounds

•

Provide a rich learning environment that challenges students to foster critical skills and
attitudes to be employable adults and ethical leaders

Through USAC’s core values of affordability, academic quality, unique locations, total
immersion in the host country, diversity of students, sustainable travel and excellent customer
service, students will achieve global competence (USAC, 2021).
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Program Scope
Aligned with USAC’s mission to encourage overseas travel to locations off the beaten
path, Colombia Intercultura will be administered in smaller cities throughout the Eje Cafetero
(coffee axis) region of Colombia, providing participants with educational opportunities with out
of the classroom study abroad experiences, real-world understanding, and Spanish-language
acquisition. Situated in the Colombian Andes mountains, the area is made up of three states
(Caldas, Quindio and Risaralda) and produces some of the world’s best coffee. Marked by
beauty, history and friendly people, the region recently became a UNESCO World Heritage site
in 2011. Students will gain hands-on experience and a deeper understanding of how Colombians
have adapted to the challenging geographical and climatic conditions of the area. Further, this
short-term program design supports an underdeveloped country in a post-conflict region creating
a learning environment for students to recognize and respect cultural difference and develop the
necessary skills to adapt to those differences.
Coursework will be delivered in both English and Spanish; however, students will be
expected to have an advanced to intermediate Spanish language competency prior to starting the
program. Through guided and authentic cultural encounters with various communities in the
region, participants’ learning will be enhanced while in the local environment through relevant
academic and cocurricular activities involving partnerships with other organizations in Colombia
helping to administer the program. Finally, accommodations will include collective and
homestay arrangements, which will vary week-to-week as students explore the country. This
program encourages student mobility via learning that simply cannot be achieved or replicated at
home.
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The CI program will consist of a small student group to support a deeper,
transformational experience. When American students travel overseas, they tend to cluster
together in an attempt to recreate life at home (Engle, 2013). As an example of how the integrity
of complete cultural immersion will be upheld, one element of the program will provide students
opportunities to separate from the other participants and stay with a host family for four nights.
Further, program administrators will ensure participants periodically have limited access to WiFi in order to further promote cultural integration and language acquisition. Limiting students’
natural inclinations to go on social media and recreate life at home in the host country will draw
them out of their comfort zones to better achieve their personal, academic, and career goals.
Participants
This program is geared towards learners who seek to develop an intercultural
understanding and global perspective. It is an ideal education abroad opportunity for students
who seek academic credit for a Spanish language course, adult-learners who desire a non-credit
bearing education abroad experience, undergraduate students that prefer a short-term summer
program, recent graduates who are looking for a gap program abroad before starting graduate
school, students who seek international opportunities outside of teaching English, and anyone
who wants to enhance their global competencies. For some sojourners, this program may serve
as a springboard that affords longer and more in-depth overseas experiences. In the 2018-19
academic year, Hispanic/Latino(a), Black, multiracial, and American Indian/Native Alaskan
made up only 22.4 percent of the racial/ethnic groups of US students abroad (Open Doors, 2020).
Thus, an important aspect of this program relates to the target audience, who are heritage
seekers, having Indigenous, African, Spanish and/or Latin American ancestry. However, this
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program is open to any student with an interest in South America, or who may already have an
overseas trip planned to the region.
Based on the student’s individual interests, academic, and career goals, CI will allow
participants to explore specific themes of study in conjunction with Spanish language
acquisition. The idea is that students will better acquire the language by applying their learning
to a topic of interest. Participants will choose between the following two fieldwork tracks:
Culture & Society (CS) or Environment & Sustainability (ES). See Appendix A for detailed
information on the course tracks. These topics were strategically selected and based on an Open
Doors (2020) report which classified Business and Management, Social Sciences, Physical and
Life Sciences, Foreign Language, and International Studies as the top fields of study for U.S.
students going abroad. Various elements of the curriculum design and non-curricular activities
will encourage students “to recognize that cultural values and practices emerge from the specific
history, climate, politics, and other contextual factors of the other [host] culture” (Punteney,
2019, p. 48). This program will encourage participants to explore the unfamiliar, embrace
differences, and expand their perspectives. Upon completing the program, participants will move
closer to cultural relativism evident in their capacity to appreciate and respect a culture different
from their own (Bennett, 1993, 2004; Punteney, 2019).
Program Goals and Participant Outcomes
An overarching goal of this program is that participants will engage with smaller
communities in Colombia, fostering a social environment that challenges students to develop
skills to think critically about the world around them. Additional student outcomes for the CI
program include increasing global awareness and cultural competence related to the nuances of
contemporary Colombia. Learning outcomes focus on self-reflection, social responsibility,
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employability, leadership, problem-solving and entrepreneurship. Upon successful completion of
this program, participants will gain career-relevant skills, a more global perspective, and will
develop an international network of Colombian friends and professionals. By the end of the
program, participants will be able to
•

Develop, identify, and discuss aspects of their own cultural and social identity

•

Enhance one’s global engagement and participation to resolve global issues

•

Challenge ethnocentrism, acquire personal autonomy, and develop values that
promote intercultural understanding and acceptance

Within the next 20-30 years, the U.S. Census projects that no single ethnic group is
expected to be the majority population in the United States. As immigrant populations increase in
the United States, the need for a global education and global citizens is increasingly evident.
More so, intercultural competence fosters an understanding of the interconnectedness of local
and global concerns in Colombia, among other challenges like environmental sustainability and
human rights. Participants will gain global competence through the formal and informal
education activities and curriculum through one of the specified themes (culture or environment)
engaging with critical skills such as navigating different cultural dynamics, Spanish language
acquisition, and conflict/resolution. Multilingualism is an increasingly important skill in today’s
workforce and the hybrid program model is designed to enhance student’s Spanish language
fluency and cultural knowledge of Colombia. Finally, students will engage with important
attitudes addressing respect, collaboration, teamwork, initiative/curiosity, empathy, and cultural
sensitivity. Rationales for a student-focused certificate program “include competitiveness,
solutions to global problems, multiculturalism, citizenship and governance and academic
benefits” (Punteney, 2019, p.35).
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Upon successful completion of the program, all students will have improved their
Spanish language communication skills and will be more confident in their ability to speak,
write, and comprehend Spanish. Students participating in the Culture & Society Track will be
able to:
•

Articulate the cultural, economic, political, and social dynamics that characterize
Colombia today

•

Demonstrate an understanding of Colombia’s indigenous groups and the nuances
of their involvement in modern social, political, and economic structures

•

Analyze the different stakeholders involved in the country’s complex history and
how they have influenced Colombia today

•

Articulate an understanding of migration (in and out of the country)

Students enrolled in the Environment & Sustainability Track will be able to:
•

Articulate the biodiversity of Colombia and historical agricultural practices by the
indigenous populations

•

Contextualize the role of Colombian agriculture regarding development,
sustainable practices, and regeneration

•

Assess the key challenges of the changing environment and its impact on
Colombia’s agriculture production

•

Articulate the opportunities for sustainable development and economic growth
within the country

The complex history of Colombia, coupled with its indescribable beauty known as magical
realism, contribute to students’ self-authorship and allow them to develop psychosocial aspects
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of their identity while confronting dissonance and acculturation (Engle & Engle, 2003; King,
2016; Sanford, 1966; Punteney, 2019).
Curriculum
In developing specifics for program activities and curriculum, important considerations
for black, multiracial, Latino/a, and Indigenous racial identity theories are critical as these groups
address psychosocial issues relating to power, oppression, assimilation, and acculturation (Torres
& McGown, 2017). The racial and ethnic diversity in Colombia, combined with the natural,
economic, and cultural learning opportunities in the Coffee Cultural Landscape of Colombia
(CCLC), contribute to an ideal learning situation for students to examine their own identity while
simultaneously engaging in an educational experience related to their field of study.
To support student’s path toward Self-Authorship, they will be placed in a socially active
environment that enables them to consider old and new information critically, but also form their
own judgments and author the story of their own lives (Hodge, Magolda & Haynes, 2009).
Trends in international education abroad show the vast majority of sojourners embark on culture
and language-based programs (Engle & Engle, 2003). Thus, this program blends Spanish
language acquisition with fieldwork studies, excursions, service learning, adventure education
and academic tourism into a comprehensive program design through which students will develop
specific knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to address the global challenges of today and the
future (Rodman & Merrill, 2010). In order to appeal to students with limited curricular
flexibility, the program’s duration is three weeks, as short-term programs are the fastest growing
study abroad model in the field (NAFSA’s Guide, 2005).
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Intercultural Competence Certificate
The CI program demonstrates a commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion to
students by offering a global competence certificate that allows students to gain an education
abroad experience at a more affordable price. The certificate aspect of the program seeks to
attract nontraditional learners that may have a specific focus (environmental or cultural) they
would like to explore, or students who might have time constraints and are unable to participate
in full semester programs. Ultimately, the intercultural competence certificate allows learners to
construct their own educational path (personal communication, September 2021).
The CI program is designed to develop a foundational understanding of global
competence for adult learners. Upon successful completion of the program, participants will
receive an Intercultural Competence Certificate based upon Milton Bennett’s (1993)
Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS), along with academic credit for a
Spanish language course. To best assess student’s learning, this program will adopt Milton
Bennett’s (1986, 1993) Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS). The program’s
curriculum and activities will require students to identify and challenge their own ethnocentric
beliefs and outlooks. To do this, the CI program will administer the use of the Intercultural
Development Inventory (IDI) as the primary assessment tool, which is a trusted resource in the
IE field and administered by trained professionals and measures intercultural competence along
the DMIS spectrum. This assessment tool was also selected because of its capabilities to be
conducted in multiple languages (Punteney, 2019).
The main objective of the CI program encompasses a bilateral effort to expand
international education program design to nontraditional locations within Colombia and to
enhance the student experience abroad through various activities and interactions with locals to
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achieve intercultural competency. Furthermore, the certificate students will receive upon
successful completion of the program is distinctive to the organization administering the program
and represents an opportunity to grow and expand its programmatic portfolio. The certificate will
augment student’s professional qualifications by demonstrating intercultural skills, knowledge,
and attitudes for careers in business, education, social services, health care, international studies,
environmental sustainability and more.
Orientation
Student orientation will occur in two phases. Phase one is a three-day virtual predeparture
orientation and will be scheduled approximately four days prior to students’ departure. The
virtual predeparture orientation includes intensive Spanish classes, presentations from the USAC
Health & Safety team, and cultural information sessions introducing students to Colombia’s
history and its people. See Table 1 below for an overview of the predeparture orientation
schedule. The second phase of orientation will occur onsite and includes two morning sessions
upon program participants’ arrival in Colombia. The objective of the final two-day orientation
sessions is to familiarize students with their cohort and the onsite staff. Additionally, students
will be introduced to their fieldwork track professor and will begin formulating their research
questions on a topic of their interest that will guide their learning through the duration of the
program.
Table 1 – Predeparture Orientation
Orientation Day 1
Day
1. Culture &
Topics
Customs
2. Meet & Greet with
Onsite Staff

Day 2
1. Health, Safety
& Security in
Colombia
2. Spanish Class

Day 3
1. Intensive
Spanish Class
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Presenters

Learning
Objectives

3. Introduction to
Colombian
Spanish
Program Advisor,
Resident Director and
Program Assistant (with a
brief introduction from the
onsite professors)
Participants will
understand Colombia’s
current and historical
political, social, and
economic climate. They
will have the opportunity
to participate in fun
activities to get to know
each other and the onsite
staff. Finally, participants
will learn about the
cultural context of
Colombian Spanish.
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Program Advisor,
Health & Safety
Manager and Resident
Director

Program Advisor and
Resident Director

Participants will
understand health and
safety concerns in their
host country. Further,
they will know who to
contact in emergencies
and will be aware of
safety protocols in
Colombia. Finally,
students will take a
Spanish placement test.

During the final day of
the predeparture
orientation, students
will be able to deepen
their Spanish language
acquisition with skills
that enable them to
explore a topic of their
choice as part of the
fieldwork aspect of the
program.

Academic Focus
Participation in the language course is required and students can elect to receive up to 4credits of academic credit that can be applied towards an upper-level university Spanish class. If
a participant is not interested in receiving academic credit, they may audit the language courses
and receive a discounted price for the program. Upon successful completion of the program, all
students will receive a certificate demonstrating their intercultural competence. Students must
complete the full 180 hours of class time and all coursework to receive the certificate and
academic credit for the language element.
Learning a language is a core component of intercultural competence through which
students are equipped with essential cultural and social skills, ultimately contributing to a more
meaningful experience in the host country (Punteney, 2019). A significant portion of the program
activities and coursework will be dedicated to Spanish language acquisition that will prepare
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students for authentic interactions with locals by combining language learning with culture.
Program administrators will incorporate engaging approaches to the student’s foreign language
education using media (film, music, photography, and social media), research topics based on
one’s interest (according to each student’s selection of a program track), and real-life
opportunities to practice with locals. Following daily intensive Spanish language lessons,
students will be placed in fieldwork track groups that will continue to meet regularly throughout
the program where they will learn to apply their language skills with the new knowledge from
their track courses.
The goal of the fieldwork track is to increase students’ knowledge of a specific topic of
their interest, while also complementing their Spanish language acquisition. The Culture &
Society track will explore topics related to indigenous and rural populations and their rights;
migration (regarding the large influx in Venezuelans); and the preservation of knowledge;
practices and experiences in local communities. Program participants in the Environment &
Sustainability track will explore the variety of Colombia’s physical geography which contains
five habitats: wet tropical forests, dry tropical forests, tropical grasslands, mountain grasslands,
and deserts and scrublands. Program participants will explore cities in each of these
environments and analyze the best agricultural practices and conservation methods. They will
also learn how to maintain and sustain a productive cultural landscape, and finally, they will
develop an understanding for ecotourism, sustainable tourism development and the balance of
environmental, economic, and socio-cultural aspects of nature-based tourism. See Appendix A
for breakdown of the two fieldwork track offerings.
The program’s curriculum and activities will encourage students to identify and challenge
their own ethnocentric beliefs and outlooks. See Appendix B for an example activity that
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supports the reflection and theorizing aspects of experiential learning practices. The main
objective of the activity is to help participants enhance intercultural competencies by articulating
aspects of their own social identity and to further develop a culturally sensitive attitude toward
the host country as they engage with locals and present their learnings that demonstrate validity
of other people's ways of life. By the end of the activity, students will have identified a global
challenge within the local setting of the Coffee Cultural Landscape of Colombia (CCLC) and
experienced new foods traditional to Colombian culture. The activity will also allow students to
identify and discuss how ethnocentrism has shaped their identity and any interactions during
their first two weeks in Colombia.
Cocurricular Cultural Activities
Villa de Leyva
Students will start the program in Villa de Leyva, one of Colombia’s most beautiful
colonial towns. This village has been declared a national monument and is known for its
cobblestone streets and antiquated buildings. This location is one of Colombia’s safest cities and
provides a warm welcome for participants to learn about culture, history, agriculture and more.
They will also visit the nearby towns of Raquira and Tunja. Accommodations and classes will be
held in a private hostel.
Eje Cafetero (Coffee Axis)
Zona cafetero, also known as the Colombian Coffee Region, is made up of three places:
Caldas, Risaralda, and Quindío. Most of the program will be spent in this region where students
in both fieldwork tracks will have unique opportunities to explore the historical tradition of
Colombia’s coffee culture, las paisas (farmers), and the stunning natural beauty of the Parque
Nacional Natural (PNN) Los Nevados. Students will visit cities including Armenia, Salento,
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Pereira, and Manizales. While in this region, accommodation includes both homestays and a
casa campestre (farmhouse).
Other Trips and Locations
Participants will also explore small towns in Tolima, San Cipriano, and Santa Rosa de
Cabal, all known for their cultural and agricultural practices that have been passed down from
generations. The program will end in Colombia’s capital city, Bogota.
Staffing Plan
The program staff are comprised of both U.S. study abroad advisors and locals based in
Colombia. Two USAC staff will work with participants during the admissions and planning
phases and will help facilitate academic, predeparture, and cultural preparations. Staffing onsite
includes a Resident Director, Program Assistant, and two professors. Detailed below are the
descriptions and responsibilities of each staff member.
US-based Staff
Enrollment Specialist
An Enrollment Specialist will be the participants’ first point of contact and will assist
with admission, eligibility requirements, and academics. They will provide students and their
home universities (if applicable) the necessary course instruction information needed to ensure
the student receives credit upon successful completion of the program. They will process
student’s Intercultural Competence certificates, send student’s transcripts, and provide
recommendations for how to translate the transcript.
Program Advisor
After students have been admitted to the program, they will have regular meetings with
the Program Advisor to plan and prepare all components of predeparture. Their responsibilities
include advising on culture, flights and arrival, visa/entry requirements, accommodations, and
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scholarships. They will also assist with the predeparture orientation. See Table 2 for the Program
Advisor’s student advising schedule.
On-site Staff
Resident Director (RD)
The Resident Director will be a local and must have experience as an educator in higher
education. Ideal candidates possess a PhD in related fields and have extensive knowledge of
good practices relating to language teaching and learning (Punteney, 2019). The RD will also
serve as the primary language instructor for the Spanish classes and will accompany students in
the country throughout the entire program. The RD’s role encompasses oversight of all on-site
portions of program administration which includes various aspects of preparations prior to
students’ arrival and through the duration of the program. They are responsible for managing the
program budget, curriculum oversight, hiring professors for the fieldwork tracks, making
accommodation arrangements with host families and other housing providers, and serves as the
main point of contact for the US staff.
Program Assistant
The Program Assistant’s primary responsibilities consist of ensuring all program
components and activities are scheduled prior to students’ arrival. They will assist the RD with
other tasks such as securing housing, facilitating day-to-day activities, assist in Spanish and
fieldwork track courses and any other needs the RD or professors may have. The Program
Assistant must be fluent in both Spanish and English, although, they are not required to be local.
Ideal candidates will hold a bachelor and/or master’s degree in a field related to international
education administration.
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Professors (2)
Two professors will be hired to administer the fieldwork tracks. One professor will have a
background in Colombian Culture and Social Sciences, while the other will have experience in
Environmental Sciences, with a special focus on sustainable practices and nature conservation.
The professors will be required to hold a PhD in their related fields and must be proficient in
both Spanish and English. While they are not required to be local, they must have lived in
Colombia for a minimum of five years and be familiar with the different locations that will be
visited through the duration of the program.
Program Marketing and Participant Recruitment
The CI program will utilize USAC’s existing resources and methods for marketing and
recruitment. The Program Advisor will be responsible for outreach to affiliate universities to
spread the word about the program. Informational materials, such as posters and other print
advertisements, will be shared at various U.S. universities. Further, there will be an email
campaign notifying USAC alumni and currently enrolled students. Finally, the Program Advisor
will write a post about the program to be shared in the U-News monthly newsletters to all USAC
affiliates.
The recruitment methods for the program will primarily rely on direct communication
with prospective students at study abroad fairs and presentations in Spanish classes. Further, one
of the most important tools for recruitment will be the USAC scholarships. Program participants
will be able to apply for scholarships as part of their initial application. The program is also able
to accept financial aid and scholarships through the student’s home university.
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Admissions

The CI programs seeks students who have a study abroad component to their degree
requirements, are a Spanish minor or major, need academic credit for a language course, and/or
are adult-learners who desire a non-credit bearing education abroad experience. An even number
of students will be admitted to the program to foster an even divide between the two fieldwork
tracks. Eligible participants must be over the age of 18 years old, have a grade point average of
2.5 or above, are in good academic and disciplinary standing, and have had at least four
semesters of college-level Spanish or are able to test at an advanced level. Admissions
requirements include the following:
•

Completing an application online

•

Signed program and financial agreements

•

Personal statement articulating why the students wants to go abroad

•

Academic transcript

•

$100 nonrefundable application deposit

•

Home university approval (if applicable)

•

$600 confirmation deposit (applied to program fees and guarantees spot on the
program)
Logistics

Administrative Timeline for Program Delivery
Logistical planning will begin approximately nine months prior to the program. Table 2
below outlines the milestone tasks that will be completed, and which program staff will be
facilitating those tasks.
Table 3 - Timeline for Program Delivery
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9 months from

U.S.-based staff will create and update USAC’s website with online

start of Program

application materials and information about the program. Program Advisor
will finalize outreach logistics for marketing plan. Resident Director will
begin to interview and hire professors.

8 months from
start of Program

Program Advisor initiates marketing and recruitment plan with outreach to
university Spanish classes, USAC’s affiliate universities and other potential
target groups. Social media platforms such as USAC’s Instagram and
TicToc accounts will be utilized to advertise the program. Additionally, an
email campaign and a series of blog posts will be shared with USAC’s
network.

6-7 months from
start of Program

Enrollment Specialist will close online application and begin to notify
participants of acceptance to the program. Once all participants have
accepted their spot on the program and paid their confirmation deposit, the
Program Advisor will share a list with the onsite staff of final participants,
at which points they will begin to coordinate transportation and
accommodations.

4-5 months from
start of Program

Program Advisor will begin conducting regular meetings with program
participants on predeparture preparations (see Table 2 for advising
schedule). Resident Director and Program Assistant make arrangements for
all activities, fieldtrips, excursions, etc. They will also start the hiring
process for a bus driver and begin interviews for host families.
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Program Advisor continues with advising students on an individual basis.
They will also start to collaborate with Health & Safety team to prepare
predeparture orientation and purchase students’ medical insurance for the
program. Onsite staff will finalize host family placements and will hold
training sessions with families to prepare them for their student.

1 month from
start of Program

2 weeks from
start of Program

4 days from start
of Program

All program staff will meet to finalize all logistics and ensure a successful
program.

Program Advisor will send pre-orientation materials sent to participants in
the mail.

Program administrators deliver Predeparture Orientation. Four days prior
to student’s departure, they will participate in a virtual predeparture
orientation, and will have one day to rest and pack before their
international flight.

Colombia Entry Requirements
U.S. citizens traveling to Colombia are permitted to reside in the country for a maximum
of 90 days without obtaining a visa prior to travel. The total number of days for the entire
program is 22 days, thus, students will not need a visa. Upon entry to Colombia, participants will
receive a 90-day tourist visa.
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Flights & Arrival
Participants will purchase their own flight, travel to Colombia together, and will be
picked up by the onsite staff and escorted to the first program location in Villa de Leyva. Flights
will be coordinated through a partner organization called Frosch Student Travel. End of program
transportation to the international airport is included in program fees.
In-country Transportation
The onsite Resident Director will hire a bus and a driver, that will accompany the
participants for the duration of the program. Due to safety concerns, students will not be
permitted to operate any vehicles on their own. While public transportation in Colombia is safe
and reliable, students will be encouraged to use the program’s bus driver rather than take a taxi or
public bus. Additionally, program administrators and participants will need to take one flight
during the program. They will travel from Bogota to Manizales, the cost of which is included in
their program fees. The Program Assistant will book the domestic flight prior to students’ arrival.
Accommodations
Accommodations will vary throughout the program and include a combination of hostels,
a casa campestre, and homestays. Participants will begin the program in a private hostel in Villa
de Leyva and will also stay in hostels in Armenia and Bogota. Participants will spend most of
their time in Manizales at a casa campestre, which translates to ‘farmhouse’, but are more
similar to big countryside homes. The casa campestre has been selected to provide students with
an authentic experience in Colombia’s coffee region and provide more privacy for coursework.
Participants will also spend one night at a traditional coffee finca (farm) in Libano. The last type
of accommodation is a homestay, through which students will spend their last four days in
Manizales with a local Colombian family.
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Meals
Most meals are included in the program fees. However, students will have opportunities
throughout the program to venture out on their own for some meals. A questionnaire will be
included in the application to gauge students’ food preferences and any dietary restrictions.
While most of the food in Colombia is comparable to what students in the U.S. are used to, the
predeparture orientation will cover typical Colombian cuisine as well as prepare students for
foods they might not be accustomed to.
Health, Safety, and Security
The U.S. Department of State advises increased caution due to terrorism and COVID-19
in Colombia. Program staff will be required to have the COVID-19 vaccination prior to the start
of the program. Program participants will also be required to obtain the vaccine and will disclose
their vaccine history during the application process. Included in the program fees are medical
insurance, with COVID-19 related coverage. The Health & Safety Manager will provide the
administrative team with daily updates as they monitor the political climate and any security
concerns.
During the predeparture orientation, students will have a session with the Health & Safety
manager to understand all health, safety, and security protocols during their time on the program.
All students will download WhatsApp and be added to a group to ensure they are able to access
program staff at any time. The biggest safety and security concerns in Colombia for program
participants relate to theft, robbery, and scams. While these issues tend to be more common in
larger cities, program administrators will accompany students on all organized outings and travel
between cities. To minimize the risk of these situations, students will not be permitted to take
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taxis or buses at night. Rather, they will be able to make requests from the bus driver (approved
by the RD) if they wish to go somewhere on their own in the evening.
Crisis Management Plan
Small scale guerilla and paramilitary groups remain active in certain locations of
Colombia. Although students will arrive in the country having learned about the Drug War,
Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC) and Ejercito de Libercaion Nacional
(ELN) during the predeparture orientation, none of the program components will take place
where these groups are located.
The program will follow USAC’s crisis management plan as used for all study abroad
programs. All students will participate in a virtual predeparture orientation and COVID webinar
that will inform students of general guidelines regarding expected behavior in the host country,
adherence to local rules, recommended packing list, etc. After which, all students will sign a
waiver of responsibility/assumption of risk and an additional pledge of responsibility prior to
participating in the program. Insurance is included in the program fees and covers all medical,
emergency and COVID-related expenses. If a student requires medical assistance onsite, they
can use the Team Assist Plan (TAP), designed by the CISI insurance provider, to provide
travelers with a worldwide, 24-hour emergency telephone assistance service.
USAC monitors the U.S. Department of State Travel Advisories and Warnings, bulletins
from the Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC), and other appropriate websites daily for
any world events that may affect program sites and/or participants. In the event of an emergency
onsite, the primary contact will be the onsite Resident Director, who will communicate with a
Crisis Management Team located in the USAC Central Office, who will discuss all necessary
actions to be taken at the program site. For large-scale emergencies impacting an entire program
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location, USAC staff will communicate with each student’s primary/secondary contacts and
home university and post updates on the USAC website.
Budget and Budget Notes
Program Expenses
Administrative and student expenses for the program are outlined in further detail below.
Under the auspices of the University Studies Abroad Consortium, this program will have
institutional and financial support to provide a three-week study abroad program to a minimum
of 12 American students. The budgets outlined below summarize the total cost for the program,
along with a student budget sheet that estimates the total cost for the student. Personnel expenses
include the salaries, wages, and fringe benefits for the onsite staff. The non-personnel expenses
describe operational costs for the program such as insurance, travel, administrative overhead, and
other expenses.
Budget
Colombia Intercultura Budget
Direct Expenses

a
b
c
d

Personnel
Resident Director
Program Assistant
Professor
Professor

e

Fringe benefits @ 25% of salaried
employees

f
g

Non-personnel Expenses
Medical Insurance
Transportation

Cost per unit
$140
$95
$112
$112

Number of
Unit(s) (people,
days, fees, etc.) Total
35
35
30
30

$4,900
$3,325
$3,360
$3,360
$3,100

Cost per
unit(s)

Number of
Unit(s) (people,
days, fees, etc.) Total
$65
17
$83
22

$1,105
$1,826
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i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p

Predeparture orientation
Airfare
Onsite orientation
Group Accommodations
Individual Accommodations
Meals
Museum Entrance Fees
Nature Reserve Entrance Fees
Santa Rosa de Cabal

q
r

Marketing
Administrative overhead
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$30
$91
$100
$380
$45
$16
$10
$15
$35
Indirect Expenses
$300
$1,100

Total Program Budget

1
16
1
22
12
22
5
8
14

$30
$1,456
$100
$8,360
$540
$352
$50
$120
$490

1
1

$300
$1,100
$33,874

Budget Notes
Personnel Expenses
Resident Director
a

b

c
d
e

Program Assistant

Professor
Professor
Fringe Benefits

Non-personnel Expenses
Medical Insurance
f

FTE Director’s salary for their time commitment to
the program and is responsible for managing the
program budget, curriculum oversight, hiring
professors for the fieldwork tracks, making
accommodation arrangements with host families and
other housing providers.
Assistant’s salary, who assists with tasks such as
securing housing, facilitating day-to-day activities,
assist in Spanish and fieldwork track courses and any
other needs the RD or professors may have.
Salary for professor with a focus in sustainable
practices and nature conservation.
Salary for professor with an emphasis on Colombian
culture and social science studies.
Benefits are calculated at a fair percentage of program
administrator’s salary.
CISI medical insurance covers all students. The
insurance also covers the onsite program
administrators RD, Assistant, both professors and the
bus driver. This the cost per program participant.
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p
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r

Transportation

Predeparture Orientation

Airfare

Onsite Orientation
Group Accommodations

Individual Accommodations
Meals
Museum Entrance Fees

Nature Reserve Entrance Fees

Santa Rosa de Cabal
Marketing
Administrative Overhead
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Total cost for ground transportation which includes
hiring a bus and driver from a trusted company in
Bogota. The onsite staff will hire a 16-passnger bus,
accompanied with a driver. This cost also covers all
gas and tolls. This cost also includes a one-time use of
taxi services from the airport in Manizales to the
program housing (the bus driver will still be en route
from Bogota). This is the cost per day.
Predeparture orientation materials will be mailed to
students and includes a “prep packet” containing a
program T-shirt, luggage tags, and various handouts
related to predeparture preparations.
Airfare for onsite program administrators and
participants from Bogota to Manizales for the second
phase of the program. Covers the flight cost for each
program participant on a one-way flight.
Onsite orientation costs. Includes printed materials,
presentations and meals.
Hostel in Villa de Leyva, Casa Campestre in
Manizales, and Finca stays in Libano, Casa Quimbaya
in Armenia. Hostel in la Candelaria in Bogota.
This accommodation cost also includes the last few
days in Manizales and is provided for program
administrators while students are in the homestay.
This is the cost per night.
Homestay costs include most meals and one laundry.
This cost includes most lunch and dinner meals.
Breakfast will be provided at all group and individual
accommodation locations.
The costs for all museum and exhibit entrance fees
including the Muisca People, Pozos Azules, Fossil
Museum, Museo del Carmen, Tunja museum, and the
Catedral de Manizales.
Covers the cost of entrance to the following nature
reserves: Cocora, Reserva Ecologica Rio Blanco,
Ecosistemas, Reserva Natural Bremen, Los Yarumos,
Recinto del Pensamiento, and two coffee Fincas.
Covers a tour of Santa Rosa de Cabal and entrance to
the thermal baths for participants, RD, and assistant.
Website development, create/finalize marketing
materials, flyers, digital blasts, and Program Advisor
travel to study abroad fairs.
This fee covers the time U.S.-based staff spends on
outreach and recruitment, reviewing and processing
applications, and other administrative tasks.
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Student Budget Sheet
The Budget Sheet below provides a total cost for the students and includes the program
fees, meals, airfare, etc. Program fees include 3-4 credits of a Spanish language course,
Intercultural Competence Certificate, all accommodations (casa campestre, hostels, homestays),
most meals, airfare in Colombia, transportation, medical insurance, transcript support, 24/7 Local
Emergency Support, scholarship and financial advising and orientation (predeparture and onsite).
Student Budget Sheet
Program Fees
Program fee: 3-4 credits intensive Spanish
Program fee: without Spanish credit
Other Student Expenses
Meals (most meals are provided)
International Airfare
Personal Expenses
Class Supplies
Optional Student Expenses
Travel Insurance
COVID Testing
Total Program Cost
Total Cost (non-credit bearing)

Cost (USD)
$3,080
$1,080
$150
$1200
$300
$35
$2000
$150
$4,765
$2,465

Evaluation Plan
The program will adopt USAC’s typical method of evaluation using surveys to assess
student’s learning, the professors and curriculum, and the program itself. Evaluating all aspects
of the program is crucial for USAC’s reputation as an affordable and high-quality organization
(personal communication, September 2021). The CI program will work with USAC’s existing
evaluation structures and staff in the Academic Department to review the program
administrators, curriculum, syllabus, and professors all of whom are vetted by USAC’s affiliate
universities.
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At the end of the program, three different summative assessment tools will be
administered to students to evaluate their language proficiency, their intercultural competence
using Milton Bennett’s (1993) Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS), and
finally, to assess their overall experience through participation on the program. First, program
administrators will employ the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL) in order to evaluate student’s Spanish language proficiency (Punteney, 2019). Second,
the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) will be used to demonstrate students’ intercultural
competency in order to receive the Intercultural Competence Certificate. Finally, students will
complete a survey that evaluates their experience in the program, new knowledge on specific
topics related to their field of study, and increased understanding of the Colombian culture. The
survey will also include open-ended questions that ask participants to reflect on their personal
development while on the program as it relates to their cultural and social identity. See Appendix
D for a sample of the survey.
Conclusions
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is evident that there is a crucial need for people
who are leaders and who possess the skills and knowledge to solve global issues ethically,
efficiently, sustainably and collaboratively. The program offers a credit-bearing experience, with
the possibility of a non-credit educational opportunity, that expands access to students with
different economic and social backgrounds who may not have otherwise gone abroad. The
Colombia Intercultura program supports an underdeveloped country in a post-conflict region,
creating a learning environment for students to recognize and respect cultural difference, and
develop the necessary skills to adapt to those differences.
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The undergirding tenets of the CI program are informed by the education abroad program
models and student learning theories that contribute to more holistic and globally minded student
development. Student Development theories, including Social Identity Development and SelfAuthorship, along with the Experiential Learning philosophy are among these theoretical
frameworks that enhance the program’s curriculum and cocurricular aspects.
The programmatic aspects of the CI program, such as traveling in different cities, living
in various accommodation types, and engaging with different people within the country, all
contribute to both the tangible and intangible aspects of program participant’s development
centered on their capacity to enhance global competence, acquire personal autonomy, and
develop values that promote intercultural understanding and acceptance. Participating in this
program will equip students with the skills to develop, identify, and discuss aspects of their own
cultural and social identity, contributing to their ability to self-author their individual lives.
Further, the CI program places students in an active learning environment with unmatched
opportunities to engage in self-reflection, exercise social responsibility, develop leadership traits,
and practice problem-solving through which they will gain practical skills such as Spanishlanguage acquisition and a more global mindset
The need for the program is demonstrated through its ability to fill a critical gap in the IE
field by expanding access to education abroad opportunities to a group of students who
statistically have had little participation in study abroad. CI is a unique study abroad program,
that does not follow typical traditional study abroad models, but one that offers students of color
a way to identify and engage with other people of color in a different country and vastly different
culture. Colombia’s diverse racial demographics will enable BIPOC students to deeply analyze
their own conceptions about race and identity development.
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Tables

Table 2 – Student Advising Schedule
Timeline

Advising Topic

Format

Student Objectives

Welcome to the Program &

Virtual meeting

Overview of Colombia Intercultura

Five months before program
Meet your Advisor

program

start
Ensure academic compatibility with home
university
Obtain a passport
Funding Your Study

Financial Planning

Begin financial planning

Abroad

Guide (document

Apply for scholarships

emailed to student)

Complete Financial Aid Form (if

Four months before program

applicable)
Flights & Final

Prerecorded webinar, Purchase international flight

Predeparture Preparations

followed by live

Complete health forms/ get a health

Q&A

check-up

Virtual meeting

Overview of accommodations in host

Three months before
program

Onsite Accommodations
Two months before program

country
start
Review hostel and homestay expectations
Complete Housing Form
Health & Safety Abroad

Webinar

Overview of entry requirements to

Two weeks before program
Colombia
start
Current COVID-19 information
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Virtual meeting

Register with Department of State

3 days before program start
Orientation

Overview of Colombian culture and
customs
Intensive Spanish language instruction
Professor introductions to the two
fieldwork tracks
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Appendices

Appendix A – Difference Between Track Focus

Students interested in the Culture & Society will explore topics related to:
→ Indigenous and rural populations
→ Migration (with regard to the large influx in Venezuelans)
→ Understanding of Indigenous communities and their rights’
→ The preservation of knowledge, practices and experiences in local communities
→ Understanding of the International Labor Organization (Colombia has been a
member since 1919)

By the end of the program, student’s will be able to
1. Articulate the cultural, economic, political, and social dynamics that characterize
Colombia today
2. Demonstrate an understanding of Colombia’s indigenous groups and the nuances
of their involvement in modern social, political, and economic structures
3. Analyze the different stakeholders involved in the country’s complex history and
how they have influenced Colombia today
4. Articulate an understanding of migration (in and out of the country)
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Students interested in the Environment & Sustainability track will explore
topics in:
→ Best agricultural practices and conservation methods
→ Maintaining and sustaining a productive cultural landscape
→ Ecotourism, sustainable tourism development and the balance of environmental,
economic, and socio-cultural aspects of nature-based tourism

By the end of the program, student’s will be able to
1. Articulate the biodiversity of Colombia and historical agricultural practices by the
indigenous populations
2. Contextualize the role of Colombian agriculture regarding development,

sustainable practices, and regeneration
3. Assess the key challenges of the changing environment and its impact on

Colombia’s agriculture production
4. Articulate the opportunities for sustainable development and economic growth

within the country
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Appendix B – Sample Activity with Lesson Plan
Purpose
The main objective of this activity is to help participants enhance intercultural
competencies by articulating aspects of their own social identity and to further develop a
culturally sensitive attitude toward the host country as they engage with locals and present their
learnings that demonstrate validity of other people's ways of life.
The activity contributes to a final reiterative project proposal that students will
continuously refine throughout the program. By the end of the activity, students will have
identified a global challenge within the local setting of the Coffee Cultural Landscape of
Colombia (CCLC) that will guide their learning for the remainder of the program. The activity
will also allow students to identify and discuss how ethnocentrism has shaped their identity and
any interactions during their first two weeks in Colombia.
Learning Goals:
•

The development and identification of their own cultural/social identity

•

Acquire new knowledge about local communication styles, preferences, and
methodologies

•

Challenge ethnocentrism, acquire personal autonomy and develop values that
promote intercultural understanding and acceptance

•

Total immersion in Latin American culture

Content
In this activity, students will reflect on their own identity while continuously developing
knowledge on the topic of their choice through a 1-hour icebreaker and discussion, followed by a
2-hour ethnographic project. The CCLC is a strategic and intentional location because it offers an
educational experience for all students regardless of their field study and gives attention to
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“important educational considerations which can vary by field, student body, institutional goals,
instructor, and others” (Stark & Latucca, 1997). The region is marked by distinctive legacies that
have been passed down from generation to generation and offer academic links to global issues
such as indigenous land ownership, agriculture production and sustainability, business, and
communications. Students will have already had the initial two weeks of the program to engage
with a topic of their choice in a variety of academic and social settings with locals and experts
from the community.
Sequence
Phase 1: Ice breaker
Phase 2: Discussion
Phase 3: Ethnographic project
Phase 4: Reflection
Learners
The learners of this program are American participants enrolled in the Colombia
Intercultura Program. The program is ideal for students who are heritage seekers, having
Indigenous, African, Spanish and/or Latinx American ancestry, and want to enhance their
knowledge and skills that foster intercultural development. The activity will take place while on
an excursion in the Coffee Cultural Landscape of Colombia (CCLC).
Instructional Processes
Activity 1 - Reiterative project proposals
Activity 2 - The icebreaker for this activity conveys the agricultural importance of
Colombia as the biggest producer of bananas in South America and will “generate sympathetic
understanding for its people, their values and behaviors, their special problems, apparent
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idiosyncrasies, and so forth” as students explore the cultural and economic importance of this
staple food (Grove).
Following the icebreaker activity, participants will engage in a group discussion.
Activity 3 - The final part of the activity will ask students to conduct a self-guided
walking tour of the designated area and interact with locals to obtain pictures and/or videos that
are representative of the topic they have chosen for the project proposal.
Activity 4 - Students will present their findings along with a final project proposal. Essay
prompts will also be provided to guide the structure of the project proposal.
Instructional Resources
The only monetary cost for the activity is the icebreaker, which requires a wide variety of
bananas and plantains available in Colombia. Taking into account these will also need to be
prepared in the many ways they are consumed in the country (chips, fried, liquified, etc.).
Additional materials students will need include a laptop for note taking and discussion questions,
a cell phone with camera capabilities and access to the internet for social media blogging. The
setting of the activity will take place at a location in the CCLC during the final phase of a twoweek orientation.
Evaluation
The primary method for assessment will assess student reflection and self-evaluation
through responses to weekly prompts detailing their learning and experiences in the program.
Further, morning and evening group debriefing sessions will occur regularly for program
administrators to conduct observations about the students learning.
Adjustment of Activity
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Written responses to prompts completed weekly by the students will inform any
necessary improvements for the activities outlined in the academic plan that would benefit the
learners needs and goals. Any adjustments that need to be made would happen between the
second and third week of the program as that will signify the end of the two-week orientation
and project proposal phase of the program.
Stage 1
Established Goals
The main objective of the activity is to help participants enhance intercultural
competencies by articulating aspects of their own social identity and to further develop a
culturally sensitive attitude toward the host country as they engage with locals on a topic related
to the students’ academic study. The activity contributes to a final reiterative project proposal that
students will continuously refine throughout the first two weeks of the program. By the end of
this final activity, students will have identified a global challenge within the local setting of the
CCLC that will guide their learning for the remainder of the program. Participants will complete
their experience developing an understanding for diversity and validity of other people's ways of
life.
Stage 2
Assessment Evidence
Following the activity, students will provide samples of their findings, as well as material
from the first two weeks of the program, in a presentation to their peers. The presentation will
further detail their experiences interacting with the host culture and how those experiences have
shaped their learning in the program. Students will also respond to various prompts throughout
the program. The first will ask students to provide feedback for one other student’s presentation.
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Students will respond to pre and post prompts describing the topic of their choice, how their
identity relates to the topic and proposed inquiries for future learning in the program.
Other evidence will include a social event for participants to engage in informal guided
discussions to demonstrate the knowledge they have learned at a meet and greet with locals and
experts in their area of interest.
Stage 3
Learning Plan
Activity

Cáscaras de Bananas
(icebreaker)

Time

Learning Plan

15

In this activity, participants are provided various types of

minutes

fruits from the banana family to eat. Increased knowledge of
the agricultural landscape in Colombia. They also learn more
about culture through its many other uses in the region.

Icebreaker Debrief

40

Students will discover and discuss how the various types of

minutes

bananas are representative of diversity and other approaches
to everyday tasks, such as peeling and eating a banana.
Students will understand how culture lays the foundation for
our behaviors and habits that guide our decisions and
interactions with the world.
Students will take part in a guided discussion on the
following questions:
How did you peel the banana? Was it different from how
others peeled it?
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How did you learn to peel a banana? Who taught you? When?
Where?
Did you notice others peeling their bananas differently? If
they did not, why not?
What were the main learning points?
Some people are nervous about different colors of bananas.
For example, what was your first impression of the variety of
bananas?
Did any seem particularly appetizing or not?

Ethnographic Project
and reflection

2 hours

Participants will have one hour to explore, observe, and
interact in a local setting to gather information that will
inform their digital media to be used in their final project
proposal. At this point, participants will have narrowed down
a topic of interest and will be able to notice visual
representations in something that stands out, is culturally
different from what is the norm at home or something they
would like to learn more about within a local community.

Following the collection of visual imagery related to the topic
of interest, students will review the following prompts to
further guide their learning and understanding of the new
culture:
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What values and beliefs did you see?
Describe the photo/video - What/who is this? What is
happening? Why did you choose this image? What part of the
culture does this represent?
Describe the place and space - How is it similar or different
from what you are used to?
What process did you employ when selecting images to
document? How did you come to this conclusion? What does
that mean about your own culture?
What did you learn about the host culture through this
process? What did you learn about yourself?
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Appendix C – Colombia Intercultura Daily Schedule
Week 1
Students depart from the US on group flight on Saturday morning. On-site staff will meet students at the airport in Bogota
and drive students to program housing in Villa de Leyva.
Schedule Event/ Learning Topic
Activities
Accommodation
Location
Day 1 –
Afternoon arrival in Bogota
Welcome Dinner
Hostel
Bogota, Villa de
Sat
Travel to Villa de Leyva
Leyva
Villa de Leyva

Villa de Leyva,
Raquira

Day 2 –
Sun

Orientation
Spanish Course

Day 3 –
Mon

Orientation continued
Spanish Course
Field trip to Raquira
Spanish Course
Introduction to fieldwork tracks

Villa de Leyva

Day 4 –
Tues

Day trip - Tunja

Day 5 –
Wed

Villa de Leyva, flight
from Bogota to
Manizales
Manizales

Day 6 –
Thurs

Spanish Course
Fieldwork track’s introduction
continued
All day travel

Walking tour of Plaza
Mayor
Museum visits – discover
the Muisca people
Desert tour – Pozos Azules
Walking tour of Raquira

Hostel

Museum visits - Fossil
Museum and Museo del
Carmen
Museum visits – Colombian
art and history

Hostel

Depart Villa de Leyva for
Bogota airport
Travel by plane from Bogota
to Manizales
Tour - Torre Panoramico,
Plaza de Bolivar, Catedral
de Manizales

Casa campestre

Hostel

Hostel

Day 7 –
Fri

Spanish Course
Fieldwork tracks

Day
Day 8 –
Sat

Event/ Learning Topic
Combining Colombian culture
and the environment with
business
Pereira as the business and
economic hub of eje cafetero
Rest day

Activities
Tour of Santa Rose de Cabal
and
Hot springs

Accommodation
Casa campestre

Free time

Casa campestre

Spanish Course
Cultural preservation

Cocora Valley – Hiking,

Casa campestre

Casa campestre

Week 2
Location
Day trip – Pereira

Manizales
Manizales

Day 9 –
Sun
Day 10 –
Mon
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Manizales
Morning departure for
Tolima (Murillo and
Libano)
Tolima, return to
Manizales
Travel to Filandia and
Armenia

Day 11 –
Tues
Day 12 –
Wed

Sustainable agriculture
Environmental focus
Spanish Course
Fieldwork track
Coffee culture exploration
Sustainable agriculture

Day 13 –
Thurs
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Casa campestre

Travel day
Fieldwork track

Nature reserve – Reserva
Ecologica Rio Blanco
Ecosistemas – hiking to the
summits of Nevado Santa
Isabel (PNN)
Finca tour – Finca pensar
Nevado del Ruiz/ Nevado
del Tolima

Day 14 –
Fri

Spanish Course
Coffee culture exploration and
sustainable agriculture practices

Finca tour, hiking el bosque
‘Reserva Natural Bremen’
and dinner in Filandia

Hostel – Casa
Quimbaya

Day
Day 15 –
Sat

Event/ Learning Topic
Indigenous practices
Culture - afro-Colombian town

Day 16 –
Sun
Day 17 –
Mon
Day 18 –
Tues

Rest Day

Day 19 –
Wed
Day 20 –
Thurs

Rest Day
Final day to work on fieldwork
track presentation
Afternoon departure to Bogota

Farewell breakfast with host
families and local partners

Hostel

Day 21 –
Fri

End of program

Walking tour of la Candelaria
(downtown Bogota)
Closing ceremony and
student presentations

Hostel

Finca Pensar

Casa campestre

Week 3
Location
Day Trip – San
Cipriano
Return to Manizales
Manizales
Manizales
Manizales, Pereira

Manizales
Last day in
Manizales, Bogota
Bogota

Spanish Course
Fieldwork track
Fieldwork track
Environmental Service Learning

Saturday - Program end, depart from Bogota, students return to US

Activities
Students will ride
motorcycle-powered carts
along an old railway line
Hiking and floating the river
Free time
Nature reserve – Los
Yarumos
Nature reserve – Recinto del
Pensamiento
Participants will volunteer
with local high school
students to partake in an
environmental activity
organized by Accion
Voluntaria
Free time

Accommodation
Casa campestre
(last night)

Move to host
family
Host Family
Host Family

Host Family
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Appendix D – End of Program Survey
Program Evaluation
Colombia Intercultura, Summer Study Abroad
Thank you for completing this evaluation – your comments are very important. USAC carefully
reviews each evaluation and uses the feedback to improve our programs. Please make comments
based solely on your own personal experience.
Personal and Program Information
Program Location
Program Term & Year
Name (optional)
Home University (optional)
Survey
What were your goals for studying abroad? (Choose all that apply)
a) To make academic progress
b) To study a foreign language
c) To enhance my career goals
d) For personal growth
e) To learn about other cultures
f) To travel and explore
g) Other_________________
Did your participation in the program meet these objectives?
a) Very well
b) Well
c) Somewhat
d) Not at all
Why did you choose the country and/or program that you did? (Choose all that apply)
a) Academics
b) Location
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Cost
Program activities (field trips, excursion, etc.)
Major/minor, other degree requirements
Language spoked in host country
Other ____________________

Would you recommend this program to others?
a) Yes
b) No
If no, please explain:
The Spanish course prepared me for the field trips and experiences in the country (circle
one):
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

The Spanish course enhanced my language abilities and gave me more confidence to
speak with locals (circle one):
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

The virtual and onsite orientation prepared me for my 3-weeks in the country (circle
one):
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

The program accommodations (homestays, hostels, casa campestres, etc.) enriched my
experience in the host country (circle one):
Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Academics
Please rate the degree to which you agree with the following statements about your study
abroad experience:
(1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree)
1 2
3
4
5
n/a
The coursework was academically challenging
1 2
3
4
5
n/a
The coursework was intellectually stimulating/interesting
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1

2

3

4

5

n/a

What aspect of the coursework challenged you most? What aspect was not challenging
enough?
Intercultural Development
Please rate the degree to which you agree with the following statements about your study
abroad experience:
(1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree)
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
I learned some of the national/regional history of the host
country
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
I became better able to adapt to new situations
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
I learned to appreciate cultural differences and similarities
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
I gained greater awareness of how global events are viewed
and understood in the program country
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
I learned new knowledge in a topic related to my academic
studies and/or career
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
I became more aware of my racial identity through
experiences with locals
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
The location provided me the opportunity to experience an
authentic representation of the host country’s culture
Please reflect on one specific experience throughout your participation on the program
where you gained new knowledge, skills, or attitudes about your host country, yourself,
etc.
Pre-departure Preparation
Based on the information provided during the enrollment and predeparture process, these main
features of the program met my expectations:
(1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree)
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
Cost
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
Coursework/academics
1
2
3
4
5
n/a
Location

COLOMBIA INTERCULTURA

Housing
Directors and program staff

66
1

2

3

4

5

n/a

1

2

3

4

5

n/a

Do you have any additional comments, such as things you wished you had known before
arriving, recommendations to future students, and/ or any opinions of the program structure,
housing, and program staff?

Thank you for completing this survey!

